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ABSTRACT

PHOTOVOLTAIC PLANT WITH REFLECTOR ELEMENTS

Known photovoltaic plants have longitudinal solar 

panels which are fixed on both sides or rested over 

their entire surface and alternate in the manner of 

steps with longitudinal reflector elements, so that 

these reflect the sunlight, which has made it between 

the rows of the solar panels, onto the solar panels. In 

this case, known reflector elements are realised as 

complex independent spatial constructions which are 

used at the same time for the two-sided mounting of the 

solar panels. In the case of the photovoltaic plant 

(01) according to the invention, the solar panels (02) 

are mounted on one side in the region of their lower 

edge (13) , as a result of which a particularly good 

mounting and accessibility results. For stabilisation, 

a plurality of vertically running bending-resistant 

reflector clamping strips (18) are arranged on the back 

(08) of each solar panel (02), which surround the solar 

panel (02) at its upper and lower edges (11, 13) with 

lower and upper dual angled portions (22, 31). In 

addition, the bending-resistant reflector clamping 

strips (18) are used for the secure and reliable 

connection of the reflector elements (09) to the solar 

panels (02). In this case, the reflector elements (09) 

are in the case of the invention realised as simple 

thin bending-resistant or flexible reflector sheets 

(19), which do not necessitate any construction outlay 

and are particularly simple to mount.

SIGNIFICANT FIGURE FOR THE ABSTRACT: FIGURE 1
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Patents Act 1990

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION

STANDARD PATENT

APPLICANT: SOLON SE

Invention Title: PHOTOVOLTAIC PLANT WITH REFLECTOR ELEMENTS

The following statement is a full description of this invention, including the best 
method of performing it known to me:
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APPLICANT

Solon SE, Berlin

TITLE

PHOTOVOLTAIC PLANT WITH REFLECTOR ELEMENTS

DESCRIPTION

The invention relates to a photovoltaic plant with 

longitudinal solar panels which are arranged by means 

of mounting rails on an essentially horizontally 

orientated flat substrate at a set angle and in 

parallel rows with a spacing to one another, and with 

longitudinal reflector elements arranged at the back 

between the rows of the solar panels with a connection 

of the upper edge of the reflector element to the upper 

edge of the solar panel and the lower edge of the 

reflector element to the lower edge of the solar panel.

As horizontal flat substrates, light-weight flat roofs 

generally can no longer support standard solar modules 

orientated optimally towards the sun on account of 

insufficient load reserves, so that in terms of solar 

technology these surfaces are often used not at all or 

only with flat and therefore yield-diminished solar 

modules. In order to keep the loads acting on solar 

modules arranged in an inclined manner as low as 

possible, these can be built so small in terms of their 

height as still makes sense from a technical and 

economic standpoint. So, for example, only one more 

solar cell string can be connected to a longitudinal 

solar module. In the case of the same installed 

electric power, this is installed more evenly on the 

flat roof by means of the parallel installation of many 

one-string solar modules with low area loads compared
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to standard solar modules with high local area load. 

However, also a few solar cell rows next to one another 

(“multi-string solar module" in contrast to a “many

string solar module") still produce very narrow 

longitudinal solar modules with a large aspect ratio, 

that is to say with a large length compared to their 

height (“board-shaped" configuration). Solar modules or 

solar panels of this type are designated in the present 

context with "longitudinal". Solar modules can have 

solar cells on panes of glass in constructive frames or 

also “laminated" solar cells cast in plastic. Solar 

modules with laminated solar cells can also be 

designated as “solar panels" and are relatively thin 

and often bendable.

PRIOR ART

Reflectors in photovoltaic systems are used for the 

better exploitation of irradiated sunlight by means of 

the backscattering onto the solar cells. In this case, 

the reflectors can for example be arranged in the 

module below the solar cells, so that the reflected 

light is reflected once more on the glass plate of the 

module, but bifacial solar cells with two active 

surfaces can also be provided however. Alternatively, 

rows of solar cells can also be built up, between which 

rows of reflectors are then located, wherein solar 

cells and reflectors are arranged at a corresponding 

angle to one another so that a for the most part 

stepped construction results, as is known in principle 

from US 5 511 537 A or WO 2008/ 016 453 A2.

A stackable flat/floor rack for solar panels made up of 

a wire mesh, which has two angled faces, is known from 

DE 10 2007 045 554 B3. Solar panels are then applied 

onto the flat angled face and wind baffle plates are 

applied onto the more steeply angled face to hold down
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the racks, wherein the wind baffle plates have 

reflective surfaces and thus can be used as reflector 

elements .

A device described as a solar roof is known from DE 10 

2006 042 808 Al, in which solar modules and bending- 

resistant reflection faces are connected alternately to 

a leakproof roof face, for example for roofing a car 

parking space. The solar roof must be mounted on a 

suitable substructure, in order to be able to withstand 

snow and wind loads. The reflection faces are connected 

to the adjacent solar modules in a manner which is not 

described in any more detail. Water drainage lines can 

be provided at the lower connections.

A photovoltaic arrangement is known from EP 2 075 853 

A2, which connects solar modules and reflection faces 

alternately in such a manner that the reflection faces 

reflect sun rays, which otherwise fall into the gap 

between the installations of the solar modules, onto 

the nearest solar module. The arrangement, which is 

provided for installation on flat substrates, requires 

a supporting substructure. The reflection faces are 

connected to the adjacent solar modules in a manner 

which is not described in any more detail.

A supporting structure for solar modules is known from 

US 4 674 244 A, which has a triangular cross section in 

order to orientate the solar modules optimally towards 

the sun. The supporting structure is provided for 

installation on flat substrates and can carry 

reflective films on its back, which reflect light rays 

which fall into the gap between the solar modules onto 

the nearest solar module. The reflecting faces are 

adhesively bonded films, a fixing on the solar modules 

themselves is not provided.
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The nearest prior art, from which the present invention 

proceeds, is disclosed in EP 1 306 907 Al. A

photovoltaic plant with longitudinal solar panels is 

described, which are arranged by means of mounting 

rails on a flat, essentially horizontally orientated 

flat substrate at a set angle and in parallel rows with 

a spacing to one another. Independent, complex frame 

constructions with side walls and a concave face - in 

turn primarily for reducing loads due to the action of 

the wind - are provided between the rows made up of 

solar panels. The concave faces can have a reflective 

surface and are therefore also constructed as reflector 

elements. These are arranged at the back between the 

rows of the solar panels in such a manner that in each 

case the upper edges and the lower edges of the solar 

panels and reflector elements are connected to one 

another. As a result, a closed construction (which 

therefore offers little area for the action of the 

wind) results, in which the solar panels are irradiated 

by the reflector elements and not covered. In this 

case, the connection to the upper edges takes place by 

means of simple clips, the connection at the lower 

edges by means of a batten. No further statement is 

made about the strength of the connections. 

Furthermore, the solar panels lie concavely between 

upper and lower edge over the entire row length, so 

that here sagging can occur, if appropriate, in the 

case of a thin laminate design. The reflector elements 

are, as already stated, realised as complex space 

elements .

A solar cell bracket in the form of a basin is known 

from DE 203 01 38 9 Ul, on which the solar panel is 

fixed with the aid of two opposite catches. In this 

case, the catches have angled portions for the 

connection of solar panels and basin, wherein these do 

not surround the solar panels however. Furthermore, the
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opposite catches are connected to a web which at the 

same time is used for supporting the solar panels. 

Thus, thin, frameless laminates can also be used 

without sagging occurring.

Finally, a 

modules is

longitudinal 

064 523 A,

mounting device for 

known from JP 2000 

essentially consists of mounting rails arranged on the 

flat substrate and insert elements fixed thereto made 

up of two separate metal brackets of different arm 

length. Each metal bracket has a dual bend at its upper 

end for the lateral insertion of the solar modules with 

their two longitudinal peripheral regions. The solar 

modules are thus also fixed on both sides - as for all 

solar modules previously - and known from the prior 

art. To avoid damage of the solar modules, bands (ibid, 

reference number 71 in Figure 7), which surround the 

solar modules on both edges and run on the back, are 

provided on the solar modules in the region of the 

metal brackets to be arranged. These bands are realised 

in an elastic manner however and are used exclusively 

for interposition between the solar panels and the 

metal brackets of the insertion element. Reflector 

elements are not provided in both of the previously 

mentioned arrangements.

solar

which

OBJECT

Starting from the nearest prior art described above, 

the OBJECT for the present invention is to be seen in 

the specification of a generic photovoltaic system of 

the type described at the beginning, in which a simple 

and light mounting of the longitudinal solar panels is 

possible. Furthermore, a particularly simple, yet in 

spite of this windproof nature and fixing of the 

reflector elements should also be implemented. In this 

case, the reflector elements themselves should be
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realised as simply as possible, yet in spite of this 

effectively in terms of their reflection action. In 

both cases, however, the solar panels should in this 

case be protected effectively from sagging, without an 

impairment of their effective face. The SOLUTION 

according to the invention for this object is to be 

drawn from the main claim. Advantageous developments of 

the invention are shown in the sub-claims and explained 

in more detail in the following in connection with the 

invention.

The photovoltaic system according to the invention is 

characterised on the one hand by an exclusively one

sided mounting of the solar panels in the region of 

their lower edges on the mounting rails on the flat 

substrate. On the other hand, the invention is 

characterised by bending-resistant reflector clamping 

strips which are used for fixing the reflector 

elements, principally however also for the 

stabilisation of the solar panels. To this end, the 

reflector clamping strips are realised in a manner 

resistant to bending and arranged on the back of the 

solar panels with spacing to one another between the 

mounting rails, so that they do not hinder the mounting 

of the solar panels. To accommodate the solar panels, 

the reflector clamping strips have upper and lower dual 

angled portions, with the front arms of which they in 

each case surround the solar panels at their two 

longitudinal edges. The reflector elements themselves 

are realised as simple thin reflector sheets. Due to 

the one-sided mounting of the solar panels, these are 

substantially simpler to mount and also better 

accessible than known solar panels, which is 

particularly advantageous for a simple fixing of the 

reflector elements. In the case of a one-sided fixing, 

the solar panels do not have the stability as in the 

case of a two-sided fixing however, particularly the
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upper edge of the solar panels is unsupported. Fixing 

of reflector elements with exclusive supporting on the 

upper edge of the solar panels would therefore lead to 

an undesired sagging. Therefore, in the case of the 

invention, the bending-resistant reflector clamping 

strips are provided, which surround the solar panels, 

which can preferably be frameless PV laminates, from 

the back at the upper and lower edges. Due to the 

vertical running of the bending-resistant reflector 

clamping strips and due to their adjacent arrangement 

over the entire longitudinal extent of the solar 

panels, in the invention these are stabilised in a most 

simple, yet also most effective manner and protected 

from sagging. As a result, the stability loss due to 

the one-sided fixing, which is not particularly great 

in the case of longitudinal solar panels however, is 

compensated. An exceptionally stable composite made up 

of solar panels and bending-resistant reflector 

clamping strips is created, which can even withstand 

relatively large loads due to the action of the wind 

without any problems. In this case, the bending- 

resistant reflector clamping strips are provided 

between the mounting rails and therefore do not disturb 

the fixings of the solar panels in the region of their 

lower edge. The reflector elements are used for the 

fixing of the reflector elements, which are realised in 

a particularly simple manner as thin reflector sheet. 

Spatial constructions are dispensed with. The 

arrangement and secure connection of the reflector 

sheets is achieved exclusively by means of their fixing 

to the upper edge of the one solar panel and to the 

lower edge of the solar panel located therebehind in 

the next row.

For good stabilisation of the solar panels and for 

secure fixing of the reflector sheets, a plurality of 

bending-resistant reflector clamping strips are,
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- 8 -

according to the invention, provided over the 

longitudinal extent of the solar panels. In order to 

ensure a constant spacing between the bending-resistant 

reflector clamping strips and reliably prevent their 

lateral slipping, it is furthermore advantageous if a 

connection element is provided on the back of the solar 

panels arranged parallel to their upper and lower 

edges, which connection element connects all bending- 

resistant reflector clamping strips on the back of a 

solar panel to one another. Here, this can be a simple 

strip which has dual clamping catches in the region of 

the bending-resistant reflector clamping strips. A 

simple connection by means of adhesive bonding or other 

simple connection technologies is likewise possible.

The bending-resistant reflector clamping strips are 

used in the case of the invention particularly for the 

stabilisation of the solar panels which are fixed on 

one side. For the secure connection to these, the 

bending-resistant reflector clamping strips surround 

the solar panels with the front arms of upper and lower 

dual angled portions. The solar panels therefore plug 

into the dual angled portions, as into guiding grooves. 

The mounting of the bending-resistant reflector 

clamping strips takes place in a simple manner by means 

of simple slipping on of the narrow sides of the solar 

panels or by means of adjustment by means of a length 

adjustment (see below} . So that the front arm of the 

reflector clamping strip is not bent away under the 

action of the wind and the guide of the solar panels is 

widened, it is advantageous if the bending-resistant 

reflector clamping strip has a rib reinforcement at 

least in the region of the lower angled portion. Here, 

this can be a single, centrally arranged and radially 

directed rib, for example.
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Construction of the bending-resistant reflector 

clamping strips out of a plastic, for example a hard 

plastic, can simplify the mounting on the solar panel 

if the bending-resistant reflector clamping strips are 

pushed laterally onto the solar panels. Alternatively, 

the bending resistant reflector clamping strips can 

also have a rigid length setting. In the extended 

position, they are then pushed over the solar panel and 

then accommodate the same after the pushing together in 

the shortened position in their upper and lower angled 

portions. For better and non-releasable fixing of the 

solar panels in the interior of the bending-resistant 

reflector clamping strips, clamping lips can 

furthermore be preferably provided within the lower 

and/or upper dual angled portion of the reflector 

clamping strips. This embodiment is preferably to be 

seen in connection with a realisation of the bending- 

resistant reflector clamping strips out of plastic so 

that the clamping lips bring the required flexibility.

The reflector elements are realised as simple thin 

reflector sheets in the invention. Preferably, these 

can be thin sheets made of a metal or plates or films 

made from a plastic. All reflector sheets have a 

reflective surface in their function as reflectors. In 

this case, the natural reflectivity of the material 

used or an additional reflective coating can be used. 

In the case of the use of a metal sheet as reflector 

sheet, this can have simple angled portions at the 

upper and lower edge. With the lower edge, the sheet is 

pushed simply between the bending-resistant reflector 

clamping strip and the solar panel and clamped there. 

With the angled upper edge, the sheet is then simply 

laid over the upper edge of the solar panel and fixed 

there, if appropriate. Special means for accommodating 

the reflector sheets can also be provided at the 

bending-resistant reflector clamping strip however. In
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this case, this can preferably be a first accommodation 

groove in the end face of the front arm of the lower 

angled portion for accommodating the lower edge of the 

reflector sheet. The angled portion of the reflector 

sheet, which is if appropriate folded once more, is 

simply pushed into this accommodation groove. 

Furthermore, an inner chamfer of the front arm of the 

upper angled portion can be provided for accommodating 

the angled upper edge of the reflector sheet. To this 

end, the reflector sheet is preferably angularly folded 

twice and simply locks behind the chamfer when pushed 

over. Alternatively, a second accommodation groove can 

also be located on the back of the bending-resistant 

reflector clamping strip in the region of its upper 

angled portion for accommodating the upper edge of the 

reflector sheet. The reflector sheet can for example 

have a thickening at its upper edge, with which it then 

locks into the accommodation groove.

An essential advantage of the photovoltaic system 

according to the invention is the one-sided fixing of 

the solar panels only in the region of their lower 

edges, as. a result of which the solar panels can be 

mounted better and are accessible. A stabilisation of 

the solar panels, which are fixed on one side, against 

sagging is achieved according to the invention by means 

of the bending-resistant reflector clamping strips. 

Advantageously, the one-sided holding of the solar 

panels can take place in insertion elements which are 

fixed in the mounting rails. Here, a construction of 

the insertion element as a compact one-piece moulded 

element with a closed surface can preferably be 

provided. In this case, the closed surface is only 

interrupted by an insertion slot which runs over the 

entire width of the moulded element at the 

predetermined set angle. The lower edge of the solar 

module is pushed into this insertion slot from above.
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The solar module is then fixed in the insertion slot by 

means of a mounting element made of plastic ("wedge"), 

which can be adjusted in terms of its thickness, which 

is likewise placed from above into the insertion slot. 

A mounting device of this type is known from the 

relatively old patent application (file number DE 10 

2008 037 964 Al) . Further constructive details of the 

invention can be seen from the special embodiment which 

is explained in more detail in the following.

EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

A preferred embodiment of the photovoltaic plant with 

reflector elements according to the invention is 

explained in more detail below on the basis of the 

schematic figures. In the figures:

FIGURE 1 shows a perspective detail view of the 

photovoltaic plant according to the invention,

FIGURE 2 shows a side view of the photovoltaic plant 

according to the invention,

FIGURE 3 shows a first detail from FIGURE 2,

FIGURE 4 shows a second detail from FIGURE 2 and

FIGURE 5 shows a perspective view of the bending- 

resistant reflector clamping strip.

FIGURE 1 shows a photovoltaic plant 01 with 

longitudinal solar panels 02, for example frameless 

solar laminates 36, which are arranged on an 

essentially horizontally orientated flat substrate 04, 

for example a warehouse roof, by means of mounting 

rails 03 at a set angle 05 and in parallel rows 06 with 

a spacing 07 (compare FIGURE 2) to one another.
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Longitudinal reflector elements 09 are arranged between 

the rows 06 on the back 08 of the solar panels 02. The 

upper edges 10 of the reflector elements 09 are 

connected to the upper edges 11 of the solar panels 02. 

The lower edges 12 of the reflector elements 09 are 

connected to the lower edges 13 of the solar panels 02. 

Thus, a zig-zag shaped course of the rows 06 of solar 

panels 02 and reflector elements 09, which adjoin one 

another without gaps, results as viewed from the side. 

In this case, the reflector elements 09 in no way 

shadow the solar panels 02, but rather reflect the 

sunlight falling between the rows 06 made up of the 

solar panels 02 optimally onto the solar panels 02, so 

that the sunlight irradiated from above can be used 

optimally.

The solar panels 02 are mounted in the region of their 

lower edges 13 on one side in insertion elements 14 in 

the form of compact, one-piece moulded elements 15 with 

a closed surface 16 which is interrupted by an 

insertion slot 17, which runs at the predetermined set 

angle 05 over the entire width of the moulded element 

15 and in which the solar panel 02, which is pushed in 

on one side using its lower edge 13, is fixed by means 

of a mounting element made from plastic (compare DE 10 

2008 037 964 Al).

On the back 08 of the solar panels 02, in total five 

vertical bending-resistant reflector clamping strips 18 

are provided in the exemplary embodiment shown for 

fixing the reflector elements 10, which are constructed 

in the case of the invention as thin reflector sheets 

19, and for stabilising the solar panels 02 which are 

fixed on one side. The bending-resistant reflector 

clamping strips 18 are distributed with a spacing 20 

evenly over the longitudinal solar panels 02 and 

arranged between the insertion elements 14. The
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bending-resistant reflector clamping strips 18 are 

connected to one another horizontally using a plurality 

of parallel connection elements 21. The supporting 

function of the bending-resistant reflector clamping 

strips 18 for the solar panels 02 which are only fixed 

on one side is clearly to be seen. Their sagging is no 

longer possible. At the same time, the bending- 

resistant reflector clamping strips 18 are used for the 

exclusive fixing of the reflector sheets 19, which is 

described in more detail in the following FIGURES.

FIGURE 2 shows the photovoltaic plant 01 in the side 

view. The gapless, zig-zag course of solar panels 02 

and reflector sheets 19 can be seen well. Side view 

details from the region of the lower edges 12, 13 

(FIGURE 3) and the region of the upper edges 10, 11 

(FIGURE 4) of the solar panel 02 and the reflector 

sheet 19 are explained in more detail in the following.

In FIGURE 3, the bending-resistant reflector clamping 

strip 18 is shown in the region of the lower edge 13 of 

the solar panel 02. A lower dual angled portion 22 for 

accommodating the solar panel 02 is to be seen. For the 

non-releasable fixing of the solar panel 02, the 

bending-resistant reflector clamping strip 18 has a 

lower clamping lip 23 in its interior. In the case of a 

production of the bending-resistant reflector clamping 

strip 18 from a plastic, the lower clamping lip 23 is 

correspondingly elastically realised. Furthermore, an 

accommodation groove 26 for accommodating the lower 

edge 12 of the reflector sheet 19 is provided in the 

end face 24 of the lower front arm 25 of the lower dual 

angled portion 22 of the bending-resistant reflector 

clamping strip 18, which surrounds the lower edge 13 of 

the solar panel 02. To reinforce the reflector sheet 

19, the same is double-folded at its lower edge 12. 

Furthermore, a rib reinforcement 27 is provided in the
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region of the lower dual angled portion 22 of the 

reflector clamping strip 18, which ensures 

stabilisation of the lower dual angled portion 22 

against bending up by means of wind loads acting on the 

solar panel 02.

FIGURE 4 shows the bending-resistant reflector clamping 

strip 18 in the region of the upper edge 11 of the 

solar panel 02. An upper clamping lip 28 for the non- 

releasable fixing of the solar panel 02 at its upper 

edge 11 is to be seen. Furthermore, an inner chamfer 30 

for accommodating the correspondingly angled upper edge 

10 of the reflector sheet 19 is provided on the upper 

front arm 29 of the bending-resistant reflector 

clamping strip 18. Alternatively, the reflector sheet 

19 can also engage with a corresponding thickening into 

a rear accommodation groove on the bending-resistant 

reflector clamping strip 18, but this is not shown in 

FIGURE 4. In the exemplary embodiments shown, the 

reflector sheet 19 is produced from a relatively 

bending-resistant thin metal sheet. A flexible, yet 

tensioned configuration for example made from a metal 

or plastic film can likewise be readily used however.

FIGURE 5 shows only the bending-resistant reflector 

clamping strip 18 with its elements in a perspective 

view. The upper dual angled portion 31 with the inner 

chamfer 30 on the upper front arm 2 9 and the upper 

clamping lip 28 can be seen. In the region of the lower 

dual angled portion 22 of the bending-resistant 

reflector clamping strip 18, the accommodation groove 

26 on the end face 24 of the lower front arm 25 and the 

lower clamping lip 23 and also the rib reinforcement 27 

are shown. Furthermore, in FIGURE 5, the bending- 

resistant reflector clamping strip 18 with a length 

setting 32 is shown (in the selected exemplary
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embodiment, a simple strap 33 with holes 35 and a screw 

fixing 36}.

Throughout this specification and the claims which 

follow, unless the context requires otherwise, the word 

"comprise", and variations such as "comprises" and 

"comprising", will be understood to imply the inclusion 

of a stated integer or step or group of integers or 

steps but not the exclusion of any other integer or 

step or group of integers or steps.

The reference to any prior art in this specification is 

not, and should not be taken as, an acknowledgement or 

any form of suggestion that the prior art forms part of 

the common general knowledge in Australia.
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LIST OF REFERENCE SYMBOLS

01 Photovoltaic plant with longitudinal

02 Solar panels

03 Mounting rails

04 Flat substrate

05 Set angle

06 Parallel row of 02

07 Spacing between 06

08 Back of 02

09 Reflector element

10 Upper edge of 09, 19

11 Upper edge of 02

12 Lower edge of 09

13 Lower edge of 02

14 Insertion element

15 Moulded element

16 Closed surface

17 Insertion slot for 02

18 Bending-resistant reflector clamping strip

19 Reflector sheet

20 Spacing between 18

21 Connection element

22 Lower dual angled portion

23 Lower clamping lip

24 End face

25 Lower front arm

26 Accommodation groove

27 Rib reinforcement

28 Upper clamping lip

29 Upper front arm

30 Inner chamfer

31 Upper dual angled portion

32 Length setting

33 Strap

34 Hole

35 Screw fixing
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36 Frameless solar laminate
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(02; in the region of the), r lower edges (13) on the
mounting rails (03) on the flat substrate (0-13 and a
plurality of bepdinej-r ee 1st a at reflector cl. amp i ng strips
(IS) in a spaced 0.:0.- arrangement between the
mounting rails: (02) on the back (08 3 of the col.or panels 
(021 with lower dual, angled portions (22), which surround 
the solar panels (02) at their lower edge (13; with a 
lower front arm (2).3-j ., and with upper deal angled portions- 
(3! ) , which .surround the solar panels =(0=.2 3 at choir upper 
edge (11) with an upper front, arm (29), wherein the lower 
dual angled portions (22 3 and the upper duel angled 
portions (31) have means for fixing the reflector 
elements -(00} constructed as thin reflector sheets (19).

2. Photovoltaic plant (01; a co or di ng to Claim 3.,
CdhRMoERiSEu BY

at least -. connection clement (21) of the bending-''
reflector strips (13) arranged on the

back =( C-8 3 of the solar panels (03) parallel to their 
upper and lower edges ill, 13),
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Rhotovoitalc plant (01) according On

CHARACTERISED BC

a rib relitf ..m- ' (07) oi
rel lector clamping strip i 13 ) a 
the lower dual angled portion (2

the bending 
least in the

ohoooool'...:.; plant (01) ucco.r?irng to Claim 1..

CHARACTERISED BY

resistant.' 
nt?co.on oi

_ 1

a construction of the bend icq- rec i.e to nt ret loot Or
el ampin g atrip (18) out of o piastro.

Photo vol t ο.': plant ( 02: according to Ciai.-t 4,

CHARACTER!CID CY

a lower clamping lip (23) wlii; in the lower duel angled 
portion (221 and/or an upper clamping lip (28) within the 
upper dual, angled portion (31) for the respective non~ 
reiea.eeblo firing o.f the solar panel [/2:.

Rhotovolta ro plant (01) a e cor di to to Claim 1,.

CHARACTERISED

a - o tion groove (2d) in the end face- (24) of
the lower front arm (28) of the lower dual angled portion 
(22) a a for --..--0.0: leg the lower edge -)1.2) of
the re1 lector sheet (12) .

Photovoltalc plant (01) according to Claim 1,

CHARACTER:!CC AY
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01 ' inner / : :: (did of the upper front /-- ip/p /,/ /go
.//. dual ,·; ng 1 ed port i /: (31) ao -- - for a. 0:-00:0//000 t i ng 
the angled upper edge ί 10: of the ref loot /: shoot (13) .

PhoLovolia/o plant (01. t -/ cor /hog to Cd.o/p 1,

CHARACllRlSED BY

e second .'./"//'/'·' loo groove // the ba ok of too- bending···· 
../'../".'. reflector oI/////ng strip (ltd in. the- region of 

its upper .·..... angled portion (31) os meai’s for 
g/commi/de ting the upper edge (ltd of the reflector shoot
(i id .

Photovoltaic plant (Old nocording to Cd. a.(// 1..

CHARACTERISED BY

/ rigid length /.// ng /< 
roil/tor clomp/, ng strip (13

o.t the bonding resistant

■ho to vol t a io plant (id.) ocoording io Claim /.,

CdARACTCRl CB-B BY

berding-res is tact or flexible cons trust ion of 
ref loot or sheets (Id) ,
Photovoltaic pio.mt (01; a coord eg to Claim 13,

dd.Rdddt-RISC/ BY

a ./·//'/""■' of 
mode cf a metal or

the reflector sheets (la) as δ sheet 
a plate or film made from e plastic.

Photo/oltaro plant (hl) according 1 claim 1,·

CRARACT YRI BBo: BY
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the color card (02) :..· a f ram::· less

:....'. 1 .: o (3 to

Pho PC vo it ai;? pi ;.."

ββάβλοέριρββ by

(01) according to .:. 0 i. ,

a one-sided hold"no oi Oho ;....: ρ :o?:.'; (01) io insortion

elements (I·)} which arc fixed in the inq rsiio (03;.

Ί 4 Photovoltaic plant (0(( } according to Claim 1,

CHARACriiRlSsu./ BY

a cpitd ruet ioo of the- insert, ion e iemeo t ill; as a ctcptti'
oco-piece moulded element. (15) with o dosed s i.i.rfatf; {'1C-;

vh ich : ·. 1 οtorropted by er re; t ion s 1 e t. (13), which

runs st the predatermio.ed set ancle (03) over the entire

oodth of the moulded element (15) and ;.··. whicSo the solar

panel. (02),- which ip pushed in on one si do us ing its

1 - ?; edge (13), ie fixed by mesne of a mount dg element:

made from ties tic.
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